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Method Design
This is not a coding assignment; it is a design assignment. Your goal here is to
design the methods that you will use in this program, with each method having a
simple task and a careful description so that you can easily implement those methods when you get into
class.

Study the picture to the right, and try to figure out how to break it down into
methods. We'll say that this picture is what should be drawn by the draw()
method; your job is to identify repeated pieces and describe the methods that will
draw them.

The simplest way to describe your methods here is to provide a sketch. Be sure
that you show where the turtle will start and end. If there is anything else that
needs explaining, use words.

Remember, it is possible to have a Turtle move without drawing. Call its penUp() method to make it
stop drawing, then call penDown() when you want it to draw again.

You can't see this in the photocopied version, but all the horizontal and vertical lines are red, while all the
diagonal ones are blue. You may wish to account for that in your design.

If you want to be very clever, take a look at the online version of this homework and see if you can figure
out how to draw, using probably the same methods you designed here, the more complicated version I show
in a comment.



draw()

This is the assignment for over the weekend. It will be collected and graded as a pop quiz grade.

In the space below, write a method draw() that will draw the
sketch shown to the right. In order to do this, you will want to
break down the task into smaller methods; write a comment
before each method describing in simple terms what its job is. I
would suggest that you design the methods and write the
comments before you write the actual code for each.

The goal, of course, is to write as little code as possible. If you can do this in 30
or fewer lines, counting method declarations and the }'s at the end of methods,
you're really thinking like a professional programmer. Anything less than 50 is
quite good. If it takes you more than 50 lines, try to rethink what you identified as
helper methods. For comparison, this would require approximately 200 lines of
"spaghetti code".


